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摘要 

 介電質的微波特性多年來一直被廣泛研究，工業上也有相當多的應用。尤其

是微波對介電質加熱所具備的非接觸性、高均勻度、高加熱速率等優點，使其在

多個領域大放異彩：化學分析、食物製程、害蟲控制、空氣淨化等，皆有大量的

論文研究，探討其適用的範圍。然而，許多重要的微波加熱介電質物理卻鮮少有

人討論，像是極化電荷屏蔽效應、二聚體的電場相互增強、微波共振與多個物理

效應之間的競爭關係。本篇論文將以數學解析解、電磁模擬與實驗結果交叉論

證，用簡單的物理模型解釋上述現象。 

 首先，我將對介電質在微波照射下的物理做簡單介紹，幫助讀者在後續文章

中理解；其此，以數學解析解分析均勻靜電場中與平面波照射下的介電質圓球，

分別了解極化電荷屏蔽效應和微波共振，並以準靜態近似將兩種現象在不同大小

尺度下的介電質做銜接；接著，介紹二聚體的電場相互強化，以兩個不同頻率微

波（無磁場的低頻段 27 MHz 和強烈微波共振的高頻段 2.45 GHz）的電磁模擬與

實驗結果，展示其強化效果的適用性；最後，將上述的三種現象帶入到介電質材

料的微波燒結中，以電磁模擬與簡單物理模型解釋在目前燒結中的非熱效應，如

微波燒結溫度較傳統方式低溫、燒結後材料結構改變等。 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

關鍵字： 介電質微波加熱、極化電荷屏蔽效應、微波共振、準靜態、電場相互

強化、電磁波放電現象、介電質材料燒結  
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ABSTRACT 

Microwave phenomena in dielectrics have been researched for decades. In particular, 

microwave is extensively used in industrial applications, especially as a unique heating 

source. The advantages of microwave heating include its non-contact nature, great 

penetration depth, and high heating rate, as compared to the conventional methods. These 

advantages lead to numerous, multi-disciplinary research activities in, for example, 

chemical synthesis, plasma generation, food processing, pest control, and cultural 

heritage preservation. However, there are also a large number of problems, notably 

heating non-uniformity, which have hindered further advances of this method. Some of 

these problems are obvious (such as standing wave pattern in a resonator), some have 

been understood (such as thermal runaways), and some are physics issue which have not 

yet been realized or fully understood (such as the occurrence of sparks and the non-

thermal effects in some applications). This dissertation addresses a few of such issues, all 

originating from the induced polarization charges and some complicated by 

electromagnetic resonances in the heated body. Based on a dimer model, analytic theories, 

electromagnetic simulations, and experiments are carried out for the understanding of 

polarization-charge shielding/enhancement of the applied electric field and a potential 

non-thermal effect due to the attractive force between polarization charges.  
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We begin with a review of relevant basic theory on DC and AC field interactions 

with a dielectric object. Analytic expressions are presented to demonstrate two important 

microwave effects of dielectric spheres: the polarization charge shielding effect in a static, 

uniform, external electric field and the internal microwave resonance induced by a plane 

wave. 

Next, we consider a decades-long, popular-science puzzle in the form of sparks 

ignited by the electromagnetic wave in the gap of two grapes in a household microwave 

oven. The latest and generally-accepted physical explanation models the two grapes by 

two water spheres (referred to as a dimer). It attributes the sparks to the merging of 

electromagnetic resonances from each sphere of the dimer into a hot spot. We point out 

the flaws of the “electromagnetic origin” of the hot spot, then propose a new explanation 

of electric nature. The electric field in the gap of the dimer due to mutual enhancement of 

the induced polarization charges on the gap surfaces is shown in simulation to be high 

enough to cause an air breakdown, hence the sparks. This electric origin is verified in 

experiments in two ways. First, the sparks are shown to occur at 27 MHz, at which no 

electromagnetic resonance in the dimer is possible. Second, the electromagnetic origin 

would result in a repulsive force between the two spheres, while the electric origin would 

lead to an attractive force. Our experiment at 2.45 GHz clearly demonstrates the attractive 

motion of the two spheres.   
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  The validation of a strong gap electric field between the two spheres either closely-

spaced or in contact suggests the existence of a significant attractive force between the 

two spheres. On the other hand, in microwave sintering, it is well known that, to reach 

the same degree of density, the required temperature is well below that in a conventional 

oven. Reasons for this advantage are still under investigation although several theories 

have been proposed. We thus end the dissertation with a rigorous analytical analysis to 

put the attractive force in closed form. The evaluation of the forces under common 

sintering conditions yields rather large values to allow us to propose a new non-thermal 

mechanism for the interpretation of the lower temperature in microwave sintering. This 

mechanism explains an early microwave sintering experiment, while further experimental 

evidences are needed to assess its significance in a more conclusive manner. 

 

 

 

 

 

Keywords: Dielectric microwave heating; Polarization charge shielding effect; 

Microwave resonance; Quasi-static regime; Gap electric field intensification; 

Electromagnetic wave ignited sparks; Dielectric material sintering  
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CHAPTER 1 

Review of Relevant Microwave Physics 

 For decades, there have been plenty of microwave researches both in academia and 

industrial applications, especially for microwave heating effect. The advantages of 

microwave heating are non-contact to materials, high power uniformity and high heating 

rate than conventional heating. These make it an outstanding tool in many disciplinaries, 

such as chemical analysis [1-8], food manufacturing process [9-13], pest control in 

cultural heritage preservation [14-30], impurity inactivation in air-conditioning system 

[31-34]. Many characteristics of microwave heating, such as power uniformity, heating 

rate, electromagnetic hotspots, and power penetrability, are already studied thoroughly. 

However, there are still some physical mechanisms staying unclear or underestimated. In 

this chapter, some basic microwave physics are presented as fundamental introduction of 

this dissertation. 

 

1.1 Microwave Heating of Dielectric Materials 

 In spectra of electromagnetic wave, microwave stands the frequency from 300 MHz 

to 300 GHz, or the wavelength 1 mm to 1 m [35]. When dielectric materials are irradiated 

by microwave, they absorb electromagnet energy from wave fields, transfer to heat, and 

raise their own temperature, which is called microwave heating effect. The energy-
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absorbing efficiency depends on material characteristics. Here, we introduce permittivity 

(complex number) [36],  

( )+ 1+ tani i      = =       (1.1) 

where tan  is loss tangent, the ratio of permittivity real part over imaginary part,  

"
tan

'





 .       (1.2) 

Note that the time dependence of electromagnetic field in this chapter is exp( )i t− . 

 The permittivity real part of a material presents the electric field magnitude of 

polarization charge. Higher the real part, higher the polarization charge can be induced 

by the same external electric field. In contrast, the permittivity imaginary part causes 

power loss of the passing electromagnetic wave, including the influence of both 

polarization charge and free charge. The power absorption rate per unit volume in a 

dielectric material ( dp ) is (Ref. [40], Ch. 7)  

 
21

( ) ( )
2

d dp E =x x         (1.3) 

where   is the frequency of electromagnetic wave, and ( )dE x  is the electric field at 

the point x . 

 Because masses of electros and protos inside dielectric materials are not zero, when 

frequency of external electric field changes, polarization effect fails to response 

simultaneously, resulting permittivity variation. The relation between permittivity and 
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radiation frequency is called dispersion relation. In microwave, dispersion relation is 

given by the Debye function [37-39], 

(  = 0) (  = )
( ) = (  = ) + 

1 i

   
   



− 


−
      (1.4) 

where   is the temperature-dependent relaxation time. Values of (  = 0)  , (  = )    

and   can be obtained by a fitting procedure with measured values. For water at 25℃, 

0(  = 0) = 78.36    , 0(  = ) = 5.2     and 
128.27 10 −=    (Ref. [38], Table III). 

Figure 1.1 displays the permittivity real part and imaginary part separately as a function 

of frequency. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1: The permittivity real part and imaginary part of water at 25℃ 

as functions of electromagnetic wave frequency. (a) Frequency from 1 

MHz to 1 THz, entire microwave spectra. (b) Frequency from 1 GHz to 1 

GHz, main spectra mentioned in this dissertation. 
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 By substituting the above functions into Eq. (1.3), ignoring frequency-dependent 

variation of microwave electric field inside the water, the relation of electromagnetic 

power loss 
2

/d dp E   and wave frequency is shown in Fig. 1.2. In the low wave 

frequency regime ( 10 GHzf  ), the electromagnetic power loss is exponentially positive 

correlated to frequency, which makes it possible to increase microwave heating rate by 

raising incident wave frequency. However, it doesn’t work in high wave frequency regime 

( 10 GHzf  ). The permittivity imaginary part increases with wave frequency, but the 

electromagnetic power loss remains almost the same. Frequency increasement is 

independent of microwave heating rate, on the contrary, causing other physical 

mechanism preventing materials from heating, which will be expounded in next section. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2: The electromagnetic power loss 
2

/d dp E  of water at 25℃ as functions 

of wave frequency according to Eq. (1.3). The permittivity used here is the same as in 

Fig. 1.1. (a) Frequency from 1 MHz to 1 THz, entire microwave spectra. (b) 

Frequency from 1 GHz to 1 GHz, main spectra mentioned in this dissertation. 
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1.2 Penetration Depth 

 According to Eq. (1.3), to get the maximum microwave heating rate for a certain 

dielectric material, not only an appropriate electromagnetic wave frequency is necessary, 

but dE  (electric field inside the dielectric material) also need to be maximized. When a 

dielectric material is irradiated by microwave, due to power dissipation caused by its non-

zero permittivity imaginary part, the magnitude of electromagnetic field decreases 

gradually. As the attenuated electromagnetic field is only 
1e−
 of the incident magnitude, 

the distance which wave has traveled inside the material defines penetration depth. 

Penetration depth pd  of a dielectric material can be specified as [40] 

2

0

1

2  
1 ( ) 1

p

c
d

  
 

=
 + −



,     (1.5) 

where +i   =  and 0 = . 

 In Fig. 1.3, water at 25℃ is presented as an example. In the low wave frequency 

regime ( 10 GHzf  ), the penetration depth is negative correlated to wave frequency, 

power dissipation preventing higher frequency wave field from penetrating. As wave 

frequency approaches high wave frequency regime ( 10 GHzf   ), the down trend of 

penetration depth becomes flattened. However, it has been shortened than 0.1 cm, smaller 

than most common microwave heating targets like test tubes for chemical synthesis (~1 

cm), and microwave power is almost blocked.  
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 Besides, microwave heating rate is higher at high wave frequency as mentioned in 

last section. In combination with the above conclusion, most part of microwave power 

concentrates on the surface of heating targets at high wave frequency, leading to the 

extreme nonuniformity of microwave heating.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.3 Shielding Effect in a Uniform Static Electric Field 

 A dielectric atom is composed of a positive atomic nucleus and several negative 

electrons around the orbit. In macroscopic view, due to same amount of positive and 

Figure 1.3: The penetration depth pd  of water at 25℃ as functions of 

wave frequency according to Eq. (1.5). The permittivity used here is from 

Fig. 1.1. (a) Frequency from 1 MHz to 1 THz, entire microwave spectra. 

(b) Frequency from 1 GHz to 1 GHz, main spectra mentioned in this 

dissertation. 
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negative charges, dielectric materials remain electrically neutral. By applying a uniform 

static electric field, although electrons on the orbit cannot travel to the direction of 

external electric field like free electrons, they will be taken apart from the original 

positions. The separation of nuclei and electrons results in an electric dipole moment, 

called polarization [41]. 

 Assume a dielectric sphere put in a uniform static electric field 0E , shown in Fig. 

1.4. With opposite charges, nuclei and electrons are driven apart in opposite direction by 

the external electric field, resulting in positive and negative polarization charge on the 

right and left sides of dielectric sphere, respectively. Inside the sphere, the electric field 

due to the polarization charges is oppositely directed to the external electric field, which 

reduces the internal electric field. It seems that the polarization charges prevent the 

external electric field from entering the sphere. Hence, this phenomenon is known as a 

shielding effect.      

 On the other hand, the electric field from polarization charge and the external electric 

field are in the same direction outside the sphere, raising the electric field magnitude 

around the sphere. The magnitude of this electric field intensification depends on 

permittivity, shape and positions of dielectric materials. Through specific arrangement, 

this intensified electric field is possible to reach air breakdown strength, which will be 

further introduced in Chap. 3.    
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1.4 Microwave Resonance in Dielectric Materials 

 When an electromagnetic wave enters into a dielectric material, wave speed is 

decelerated and wavelength is shortened. The wavelength in a dielectric material d  is 

given by [Ref. [40], p. 311],  

1/2

0( '/ )

free

d




 
        (1.6) 

where free   is the wavelength in vacuum, permittivity of the dielectric material 

+i   =  and permeability 0 = . 

Figure 1.4: Schematic diagram of polarization shielding effect of a 

dielectric sphere in an external uniform static electric field 0E . Positive 

nuclei and negative electrons are separated to opposite directions by 0E , 

forming polarization charge, which shields 0E   from entering the 

sphere and strengthens the outside electric field around. 
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Figure 1.5: Simulated electric field magnitude pattern on x-z plane 

for a water sphere ( 0.684 cmR= ) at wave frequency 2.45 GHz. 

The color code gives 10 010log [ ( ) / ]E Ex . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meanwhile, when the internal electromagnetic wave strikes the material boundary, 

refraction and reflection occur due to the permittivity difference of dielectric and vacuum. 

Under certain boundary condition, reflected and incident wave can be in constructive 

intervention inside the dielectric material. Hence, make the material act like an 

electromagnetic resonant cavity. 

Here, water at 25℃ and a microwave frequency of 2.45 GHz are selected for the 

example in Fig. 1.5. According to the Debye function [Eq. (1.4)], the wavelength in 

vacuum is 12.24 cmfree = , and in water is 1.39 cmd = . Assume an x-polarized 2.45-

GHz microwave propagates in the z-direction onto a water sphere with center located at 
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origin of coordinates and radius R. With 0.684 cmR= , the sphere diameter is close to 

the wavelength d , and the first electromagnetic resonance (TE11 mode) takes place.  

 

1.5 Quasi-static Regime 

 In section 1.3, polarization shielding effect of dielectric materials in a uniform static 

electric field is mentioned. Instead of exposure to a static 0E , dielectric materials are 

now radiated by a plane microwave. If the microwave frequency is low enough, 

wavelength in the dielectric is much larger than the sphere radius, 

d R .         (1.7) 

The dielectric sphere falls in the near zone, where 0E   is spatially uniform. The 

induced fields can thus be approximated by a quasi-static electrical component with a 

spatial dependence given by static equations (Ref. [40], Sec. 10.1). Hence, all fields 

oscillate in-phase with 0E . 

Additionally, the first electromagnetic resonance (TE11 mode) inside a water sphere 

( 0.684 cmR= ) irradiated by 2.45-GHz microwave is presented in section 1.4. With same 

radiation condition (linearly polarized in the x-direction propagating in the z-direction) 

and same water sphere sample, the microwave frequency decreases to 27 MHz from 2.45 

GHz. According to the Debye function, the permittivity of water 0(78.4 + 0.1 )i =  , 

wavelength in vacuum 310 cmfree , and wavelength in water 124 cmd . This 27-
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MHz case is in static regime, due to both wavelengths much larger than the sphere radius 

R. Shown in Fig. 1.6, the electric field pattern in and around the water sphere can be 

specified by the approximation of the static equations. The polarization shielding effect 

prevents the external electric field from entering the sphere just as the static field case. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 1.6: Simulated electric field magnitude pattern on x-z plane for a 

water sphere ( 0.684 cmR= ) at wave frequency 27 MHz. The color code 

gives 10 010log [ ( ) / ]E Ex  . Instead of electromagnetic phenomena, the 

polarization shielding effect of static electric field dominates. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Microwave Phenomena in Dielectrics*  

 This chapter considers the following two cases analytically. First, assume a dielectric 

sphere in a uniform static electric field, and calculate the numerical solution for 

polarization charge shielding effect. Second, assume a dielectric sphere irradiated by a 

plane wave. With discrete sphere radii, the dielectric sphere can be an electromagnetic 

resonant cavity. Then combination of these two effects provides a full physical picture of 

water responses in variation with the radius, from the quasi-static regime, to 

electromagnetic resonance regime, and eventually to the wave attenuation regime.  

 

2.1 A Dielectric Sphere in a Uniform Static Electric Field 

 In Fig. 2.1, assume that a dielectric sphere is placed in vacuum with radius R and its 

center is located at the origin of coordinates. Apply a uniform static electric field 0E  

with the direction along +x-axis. The dielectric material of the sphere is uniform and 

isotopic with permittivity +d i     = . In this case, the permittivity imaginary part 

can be ignored. 

 

*Analytical expressions in the first two sections of this chapter were obtained in 

collaboration with Kuan-Wen Chen during his master thesis research [43]. 
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Because of the symmetry of this case, the coordinate is changed from Cartesian to 

spherical [ ,  ,  ]r   . The electric field inside the sphere ( r R ) and outside ( r R ) is 

labeled with -
E  and +

E  respectively, given by (Ref. [40], pp. 157-159) 

( )0 03 3
cos sin

2 2
x

E E
 

 
= − =

+ +

-

r θE e e e      (2.1) 

( ) 3 3

0 3 3

2 1 1
1 cos 1 sin

2 2

R R
E

r r

 
 

 

 −   −
= + + − +    

+ +    

+

r θE e e   (2.2) 

where   is the ratio of the dielectric permittivity d  over vacuum permittivity 0 , 

0

d


 .       (2.3) 

Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of a dielectric sphere 

( +d i     =  ) in vacuum, with a +x-direction uniform static 

electric field. 
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According to Eq. (2.1), the electric field inside the sphere is in the same direction as 

the external E-field, only of smaller magnitude due to shielding by polarization charges 

on right and left sides of the sphere, which is negatively correlated with d ,  

03

2

E


=

+

-
E .        (2.4) 

 The electric polarization P  (total dipole moment per volume) inside the dielectric 

sphere is specified by 

( )0 0 0

3( 1)
E

2
d x


  



−
= − =

+

- -
P E e .     (2.5) 

Note that the electric polarization outside the sphere is zero [ ( )+ +

0 0 0 = − =P E ]. 

There is no polarization charge inside due to the constant -
P . The discontinuous P  at 

the boundary of dielectric and vacuum ( r R= ) results in a polarization charge density 

pol  on the sphere surface, 

0 0

3( 1)
( ) E cos

2
pol


   



−
=

+
.     (2.6) 

The direction of the electric field caused by pol   is opposite to 0E   inside the 

sphere, which decreases the total internal electric field as a shielding effect. On the 

contrary, the direction is the same with 0E  on the central axis (x-axis) outside the sphere, 

hence increasing the external electric field. 

 Use water at 25℃ as an example, with 78.4 =  according to the Debye function. 

The magnitudes of electric field along x-axis and z-axis are presented in Fig. 2.2. Due to 

the symmetry of y-z plane, the results along y-axis and z-axis are the same. According to 
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Eq. (2.3), the total magnitude of internal electric field 00.037E=-
E , constant along both 

axes. The magnitude is far less than 0E   because of the shielding effect. The surface 

polarization charge density is proportional to cos  and strengthens the external electric 

field on x-axis, peak value at +x and -x sphere surface, and decaying rapidly with distance. 

There is no intensification of electric field along z-axis outside the sphere. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2 A Dielectric Sphere Irradiated by a Plane Wave 

In Fig. 2.3, assume that a dielectric sphere is placed in vacuum with radius R and its 

center is located at the origin of coordinates. An x-polarized plane wave is propagating in 

Figure 2.2: An illustration of the electric field magnitude around a 

water sphere with 78.4 =  and radius R. The sphere is in a uniform 

static electric field with direction in the x-direction. (a) Profiles of 

0( ,  0) /E y z E=   along the x-axis. (b) Profiles of 0( ,  y 0) /E x E=  

along the z-axis.  
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the z-direction toward the sphere. The dielectric material of the sphere is uniform and 

isotopic with complex permittivity +d i   =  . In this section, all equations are 

expressed in time-harmonic analysis [44], with time dependence of electromagnetic field 

exp( )i t− . The electric and magnetic fields of the incident plane wave are specified as  

cos

0 0

ikz ikrE e E e − −= =inc

x xE e e      (2.7)

cos0 0

0 0 0 0

ikz ikrE E
e e 

   

− −= =inc

y y
H e e ,    (2.8) 

where 0E  is the electric field magnitude of incident wave. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of a dielectric sphere ( +d i   =  ) in 

vacuum, and an incident plane wave with electric field linearly polarized 

in the x-direction, propagating in the z-direction. 
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Because of the symmetry of this case, the coordinate is changed from Cartesian to 

spherical [ ,  ,  ]r   . In a source-free region with a homogeneous, linear and isotropic 

medium, the electromagnetic field is expressed as the sum of a TE mode and a TM mode 

[45]. By assuming these modes to be transverse to 𝒆𝒓, the electric field magnitude inside 

the sphere is approximately expressed by (Ref. [44], Chap. 6) 

   
1

0

1

( )
( ) cos ( 1) (cos )n d

r n n

n d

j k r
E i E n n d P

k r
 


−

=

= − +        (2.9) 
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−

=


     (2.10) 
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0

1

ˆ ( ) (cos )
~ sin
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n d n
n

n d

J k r P
E iE d

k r








−

=


      (2.11) 

where dk  is the spatial angular frequency in dielectric, 𝑑𝑛 is given by the boundary 

condition of sphere surface, ˆ
nJ   and nj  are the ordinary and spherical Bessel functions, 

and 
1 /n nP P =    (a specific Legendre polynomial [46]).  

Use a 2.45-GHz incident wave frequency and water at 25℃ as an example, with 

77.5 10d i = +   according to the Debye function. Fig. 2.4 shows the electric field 

magnitude pattern of the first two resonant modes (TE11 and TM11) in the water sphere. 

With 0.684,  0.98 R = (sphere diameter close to 1, 1.5 d ), the water sphere is treated as 

an electromagnetic resonant cavity. Electric field enhancement on the +x and -x out sides 

of the sphere is caused by polarization charges in the quasi-static regime, which will be 

explained in Chap. 3. 
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 Now, the field equations are extended to the long-wave-length limit. Consider that 

the incident wavelength is much greater than the sphere radius R  ( dR  ), which can 

be achieved by same spatial scale with low wave frequency or same frequency with small 

scale. The time dependence remains harmonic (
i te −  ). In contrast, for the spatial 

Figure 2.4: Simulated electric field magnitude pattern for a water sphere 

( 0.684, 0.98 R= ) at wave frequency 2.45 GHz. (a) Pattern on x-z plane. 

(b) Pattern on x-y plane. The color code gives 10 010log [ ( ) / ]E Ex .  
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dependence, 0E  is seemed instantaneously uniform in the dielectric sphere. Under the 

condition: 

1dk R .                           (2.12) 

Converting to ˆ
nJ  , nj  and 

1

nP  to their explicit expressions the long-wave-length 

approximations of Eq. (2.9~11) are  

0

3
~ cos sin

2
rE E  



−

+
                     (2.13) 

0

3
~ cos cos

2
E E  



−

+
                     (2.14) 

0

3
~ sin

2
E E 



−

+
.                         (2.15) 

Or, in vector form, 

  -

0

3
( , ) ~

2

i tt E e 



−

+
xE x e .                    (2.16) 

In the long-wave-length limit, the electric field inside the dielectric sphere is uniform 

with a decreasing coefficient of 3/(2+ ) . Apart from the time independence 
i te −

, the 

result is identical to that of the static case [Eq. (2.4)]. 

 

2.3 Microwave Properties of a Water Sphere 

   As one of the most abundant substances, water properties are of general interest. In 

particular, its microwave properties are of importance to both research and applications. 

For example, in microwave synthesis, because of the field penetration [47-50], the 

treatment time is measured in minutes, while the oil-bath method takes hours. The 
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synthesized solvents are in general water rich. Water is a high-dielectric-constant material 

with well documented properties (see, for example, Ref. [51]). A number of theoretical 

and experimental studies have reported the microwave heating effects of liquid water [52-

55]. On the other hand, issues related to microwave-assisted chemical synthesis have 

seldom been examined from the physics perspective.  

In previous sections, we have introduced three main properties of dielectric materials: 

inducing polarization charge in the quasi-static regime (or in the long-wave-length 

limitation), serving as an electromagnetic resonant cavity when its spatial scale is near 

internal wavelength, and field attenuation deep side when its spatial scale far exceeds the 

penetration depth. Now, through the spatial scale variation under the same incident wave 

frequency, these three properties take turns continuously in field analysis of water.   

To present heating rate properly, some coefficients are defined first. The power 

absorption rate per unit volume (pd) in Eq. (1.3) is changed to  

2 2

0

1 1
( ) ( ) = ( )

2 2
d dp E M E    =x x x     (2.17) 

where ( )M x  is the heating-rate modification factor defined as 

2

2

0

( )
( )=

dE
M

E

x
x        (2.18) 

Eq. (2.18) provides sufficient information for the evaluation of the local power 

absorption rate through Eq. (2.17). The polarization-charge shielding and resonance 
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effects can drastically affect the behavior of ( )M x   with respect to the size of the 

dielectric object. To quantity these effects, we define the mean value ( M ) of ( )M x  and 

its standard deviation ( M ) as  

3( )

total volume

v
M d x

M =
 x

       (2.19) 

2
3[ ( ) ]

=
total volume

v
M

M M d x


− x
      (2.20) 

where each integral is over the total volume of the sample under study.  

 Assume a water sphere at 25℃  is radiated by an x-polarized plane microwave 

propagating in the z-direction. For a wave frequency of 2.45 GHz, 77.5 10d i = +

according to the Debye function. Fig. 2.5 shows M  and 
M  of the water sphere as a 

function of radius R. 

 The variations are divided into three parts, and some general trends are illustrated: 

(1) In the quasi-static limit ( dR  ), 0.0014M → , which is in good agreement with 

the static case shown in Sec. 3.1. M   is still negligible with a slow rising rate, an 

indication of the increasing spatial nonuniformity. (2) M  peaks at 0.7 [Fig. 3(a)] and 

M  peaks at 0.25 [Fig. 3(b)] at the first resonance (a = 0.684 cm). This and subsequent 

few resonances show a rather broad resonant width due to the large loss factor. (3) As R 

increases beyond the penetration depth pd  (~1.72 cm), there is an exponentially weaker 

penetration of the incident wave into the center, while the densely populated higher-order, 
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lower-Q resonances overlap into smoother spatial field patterns. These factors lead to a 

drop of M   and M   with R. (4) The combined polarization-charge shielding and 

resonance effects result in a variation of M   and M   by about three orders of 

magnitude over the range of a under consideration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5: M  and M  as functions of R showing the behavior of the 

water sphere in the quasi-static regime ( dR   ), the first few 

resonances, and the attenuation regime of pR d . 
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These properties are universal over the microwave spectrum. The M  variation of 

915 MHz, another frequency in ISM radio band, is shown in Fig. 2.6 for comparison. For 

915 MHz, the complex permittivity 78.2 3.5d i = + (smaller loss tangent than 2.45 GHz), 

wavelength in vacuum 32.77 cmfree = ( 12.24 cm for 2.45 GHz), and wavelength in 

water 3.71 cmd =  ( 1.39 cm  for 2.45 GHz). As a result, the demarcation line of 

polarization-charge shielding and resonance effects is in larger spatial scale for 915 MHz, 

meaning that it is suitable to large-target heating (see, for examples, [5, 6, 8, 12, 13]). By 

selecting a proper wave frequency, the optimization of microwave heating is possible, for 

both the heating rate and uniformity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 2.6: M  of 2.45 GHz and 915 MHz as functions of R showing 

the behavior of the water sphere in the quasi-static regime ( dR  ), 

the first few resonances, and the attenuation regime of pR d . 
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CHAPTER 3 

On Electromagnetic Wave Ignited Sparks in Aqueous Dimers* 

Electromagnetic-wave interactions with a dimer (defined here as two identical 

dielectric spheres at a close distance) can shed microscopic light to interpret macroscopic 

matter behaviors of a complex systems. For more than two decades, a popular science 

puzzle appears in social media, which can serve as a good illustration of such interactions. 

Inside a household microwave oven, sparks are ignited between a dimer formed of two 

closely spaced grapes. Khattak’s group gave the first scientific interpretation in a PNAS 

paper in 2019 [56]. They attributed this sparking phenomenon to a hotspot in the gap, 

which results from the merging of electromagnetic resonances in each half of the dimer. 

Due to the novelty and public interest of this research, it has been widely reported [57-

60].  

Although rich in physics, their interpretation to this household puzzle raises 

fundamental questions. Among them, the claimed demonstration of optical writing with 

a resolution better than 0 / 80   is highly unlikely in such a simple structure. An  

 

* The main research in this chapter was done in collaboration with my junior labmate M. 

S. Lin during our doctorate degree research. The results are published in Plasma of 

Physics in which I am listed as the co-first authors [61]. 
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independent interpretation of a much different nature is presented in this chapter. With 

the same model as in Ref. 56 and an incident wave polarized along the dimer axis, both 

theory and experiment indicate that mutual enhancement of polarization charges on both 

sides of the narrow gap can lead to a gap electric field 100s of times greater than that of 

the wave, hence triggering the sparks through air arcing. The first evidence is the 

(predicted and observed) sparks at 27 MHz, which provides an essentially magnetic-field 

free environment. The second evidence is, even under strong dimer resonances at 2.45 

GHz, there is still a negligibly small magnetic field in the dimer gap. Furthermore, the 

electric force causes attractive motion of the two spheres of the dimer as observed in a 

video display, while a repulsive force due to the radiation pressure is expected if the hot 

spot is an electromagnetic in nature. 

 

3.1 Theory and Experiment at Low Microwave Frequency 

 In Sec. 2.1, it is shown that a water sphere in a uniform static electric field is 

populated by induced polarization charges pol  on the spherical surface [see Eq. (2.6)]. 

pol   cancels most of the external E-field inside the sphere, while approximately 

doubling it in the neighborhood of the right and left ends of the sphere. 

The situation is markedly different in the gap region between two water spheres 

aligned side-by-side along 0E  [Fig. 3.1(a)]. First, the induced polarization charges are 
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no longer exactly on the surface. They penetrate slightly into the spheres to form a volume 

charge density ( pol ). However, the penetration is so shallow that pol  still effectively 

resides on the surface as in Eq. (2.6). Second and more importantly, pol  on opposite 

sides of the gap is of opposite signs (denoted below by pol ). Facing each other, pol  

is mutually enhanced, meaning that more molecules of one sphere is polarized by the 

action of the other sphere. With a narrower gap, this action is stronger, hence greater 

enhancement and a greater gap electric field. Even in a household microwave oven, the 

strength of the mutual enhancement can be 2-3 orders of magnitude for E-field in the gap, 

which exceeds air breakdown strength and lead to sparks (expounded later). 

The frequency of 27 MHz, one in ISM radio band, is chosen as the low-microwave-

frequency source. Assume a capacitor composed of two circular plates with central axis 

on x axis, 10 cm in radius, 4 cm apart, and applied by 27 MHz AC current. The on-axis 

electric field, 0E (in the ± -directionx ), is almost uniform between the plates. Put two 

water spheres aligned along 0E  , with radius 7 mmR=   and separated by a distance 

0.5 mmd =  [showed in Fig. 3.1(a), (b)]. According to Debye functions, the complex 

permittivity of water at 27 MHz is assumed to be 78.4 0.1d i = +  , where 

( 124 cm)d R    and the fields are quasi-static with a negligibly small magnetic 

component in the near zone. 
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Figure 3.1: Simulation model and results at 27 MHz. (a) Model of a dimer. (b) The x-y plane 

E(x) of a capacitor with a 0.5 mmd =  dimer along 0E . (c) Close-up view of the dimer 

in (b). (d) E-field along the x-axis. (e) gapE  vs d. (f) Results for the dimer rotated by 90°. 

(g) Close-up view of the rotated dimer. 
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Figure 3.1(b) shows the simulated x-y plane electric field strength, E(x), with 

0 400 V/cmE = , corresponding to the E-field in a household microwave oven [62]. The 

dimer in Fig. 3.1(c) shows a strong E-field in the gap region. In the same instantaneous 

0E , Fig. 3.1(d) shows the simulation results of the on-axis electric field axisE  along the 

x-axis for a dimer with several gap widths d. For all gap widths d, axisE  peaks sharply in 

the gap region, which is several orders greater than 0E . For a smaller d, this enhancement 

is even more insignificant. 

Quantification of the gap electric field strength is denoted by ( 0)gap axisE E x= = . 

Fig. 3.1(e) shows gapE  as a function of d for 0.005 3 mm–d = . It can be seen that, at 

0.13 mmd   , gapE   is equal to the air breakdown strength (
43 10  V/cm   [63]). 

Therefore, sparking will be ignited at 0.13 mmd  . Figs. 3.1(c) and 3.1(d) show the E-

field energy source resides in the gap region. 

Note that even the two spheres in contact ( 0d =  ), this physical mechanism still 

works around the contact point. Without free charges in dielectric material, polarization 

charges are bound to their respective molecules and fail to move across the contact point 

in order to neutralization of the dimer. As a result, d > 0 transitions to d = 0 smoothly, so  

the E-field near the d = 0 point is accurately given by the 0d →  data in Fig. 3.1(e). The 

only limitation is the finite mesh size in simulation. 
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In comparison, the aligned direction of the dimer is rotated by 90° to make the dimer 

axis aligned perpendicular to 0E  in Fig. 3.1(f). In the close-up view of the dimer in Fig. 

3.1(g), there is no enhancement of the gap electric field. According to Eq. (2.6), when the 

dimer aligned direction is perpendicular to 0E  ( / 2 = ), | |pol  is at a minimum near 

the gap, inducing negligible mutual enhancement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Configuration and thermal images of the 27-MHz system. (a) The 

dimer axis is parallel to 0E  . (b) Thermal images of the dimer in (a) for 

different values of d. (c) The dimer axis is perpendicular to 0E . (d) Thermal 

images of the dimer in (c) for different values of d. For the experimental data, 

0 (peak) 400 V/cmE = with an exposure time of 35 s 
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 This physical mechanism is also verified in experiment (Fig. 3.2). With same 

dimensions as in simulation, a capacitor is loaded with two 7 mmR= hydrogel spheres 

aligned along x-axis, parallel to exterior E-field 0E . To record the experiment, an infrared 

camera is used to shoot thermal images. 

When 0 400 V/cmE =  was applied to the 27-MHz system, arcing between the two 

spheres simultaneously started, followed shortly by spark ignitions (recorded in the 

experimental videos [64-66]). However, the gap surface started heated with a little delay 

to the optically bright sparks. At low wave frequency such as 27 MHz in this case, the 

conventional AC circuit theory applies to this circuit dimensions. The impedance of the 

capacitor is 1/  , which is higher at lower frequencies. This may explain the slow 

heating observed. 

Fig. 3.2(b) shows the thermal images of the 27-MHz system after 35-sec exposure 

to 0 400 V/cmE = . For all 3 value of d, T(t = 0) ≈ 23.7℃ before the exposure. In the 

case of 0.7 mmd = , the enhanced gap E-field is too small to trigger an arc. At a reduced 

0.2 mmd = , the gap starts to arc with T (spatial maximum of the gap surfaces) = 41.3℃. 

For 0d = , the gap arcs strongly with T (spatial maximum of the gap surfaces) = 72.1℃. 

With the same capacitor confirmation, the direction of the dimer is rotated by 90° 

with respect to 0E  [Fig. 3.2(c)] to check whether the gap electric field originates from the 
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pol  buildup. As expected, no elevated temperature is observed [Fig. 3.2(d)] because 

| |pol  now has a minimum value near the gap [ / 2 =  in Eq. (2.6)]. 

As a conclusion, with negligible magnetic field at 27-MHz environment, the 

electrical origin for gap sparks can been well-established. Note that E-field intensification 

has been previously studied for dielectric or conducting dimers in connection with 

materials processing by microwaves [67-71]. In addition to electrical polarization, 

multiple effects are involved, making the treated systems more complex. The current 

model of an isolated dimer reduces the complexity to allows a detailed quantitative study. 

 

3.2 Validity Range of the Quasi-static Regime 

The electrical arcing mechanism is studied in Sec. 3-1 in 27-MHz system in the 

quasi-static regime. An important question is whether the electrical arcing mechanism 

remains valid at higher frequencies when strong electromagnetic resonances take place in 

the dimer.  

To bring out the resonances, we vary the wave frequency (f) at a fixed R. For example, 

at 7 mmR=  , the first and second resonances occur at ~2.45 GHz and ~3.4 GHz, 

respectively. Assume an x-polarized plane wave propagating in the z-direction and denote 

its E-field amplitude by 0E . Then, in SI unit, the in-phase magnetic field 0H  has an 

amplitude given by 0 0 /377H E= , where 377 is the free-space impedance in Ohm. 
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At higher frequencies beyond the quasi-static regime [ d R  in Eq. (1.7)], fields 

at different points do not oscillate in phase. Nevertheless, the primary quantity of interest 

is the peak value (amplitude) of the field. Let axisE  and axisH  be, respectively, the on-

axis electric and magnetic field amplitudes. For a dimer with d = 0.2 mm, Fig. 3.3(a) plots 

0/axisE E   and 0/axisH H   as functions of x for f = 10 MHz, 1 GHz, and 1.5 GHz. 

Compared with the size of the dimer, the gap is a narrow region in the figure, where only 

0/axisE E  peaks sharply and 0 0/ /axis axisE E H H  in the whole range. 

With an in-water wavelength of 23 mmd  , the frequency range in Fig. 3.3(a) (f < 

1.5 GHz) satisfies the quasi-static condition  ( 7 mm)d R = . Therefore, the dimer is 

essentially dominated by a static E-field independent of wave frequency f. For example, 

27 MHz is deep in the quasi-static regime. Its field profile will be indistinguishable from 

that at 10 MHz in Fig. 3.3(a) (also true in Fig. 3.4 below). 

Figures 3.3(b)–3.3(d) plot 0/axisE E  and 0/axisH H  for d = 0.2 mm and f = 2.45, 6, 

and 10 GHz, respectively. When f rises above ~1.5 GHz, resonant modes start to appear 

[see Figs. 3.3(b)–3.3(d) for the x-axis profiles of these modes], under which the gap field 

is formed of the polarization-charge field and fringe E-fields of the resonances. 

Nonetheless, the polarization charge may be readily identified as part of the field. On both 

sides of the gap, the electric field drops steeply, indicating a large x-gradient of axisE , or 

the presence of polarization charges on the gap surfaces. Consequently, surface 
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Figure 3.3: 0/axisE E  and 0/axisH H  versus x for a dimer with 7 mmR=  and 

d = 0.2 mm under microwave radiation while aligned along 0E . (a) f = 10 MHz, 1 

GHz, and 1.5 GHz. (b) f = 2.45 GHz. (c) f = 6 GHz. (D) f = 10 GHz. For all data, 

0 400 V/cmE = , 0 1.06 A/cmH =  and 0(dimer) (77.5 10 )i = + . 

polarizations charges are the predominant reason for the sharp peak of axisE  in the gap 

region. 
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Figure 3.3 also shows that the polarization-charge effect persists over a broad 

frequency range. Inside the gap, we find 0/axisE E  = 40 at f < 2.45 GHz, 0/axisE E  = 30 

at f = 6 GHz, and 0/axisE E  = 12 at f = 10 GHz. As a result, the polarization-charge effect 

does not significantly fade away until f > 10 GHz. 

We may also find quantitatively how the gap polarization-charge field is influenced 

by sphere resonances. For simplicity, we quantify the gap field by defining 

( 0)gap axisE E x= =  and ( 0)gap axisH H x= = . 0/gapE E  and 0/gapH H  versus f are 

displayed in Figs. 3.4(a) and 3.4(b), respectively, from 10 MHz to 10 GHz for four values 

of d. The fringe E-field of the resonances can be seen in Fig. 3.4(a) to cause only small 

fluctuations of the smooth polarization-charge field. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Simulated gap electric field 0/gapE E  versus f in log scale (a) and 

gap magnetic field 0/gapH H  versus f in linear scale (b) for four values of d. f 

ranges from 10 MHz to 10 GHz. The dimer is on the x-y plane with its axis 

aligned along 0E  and 0(dimer) (77.5 10 )i = + . 
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At low frequencies (f < 1.5 GHz), we are in the quasi-static regime. Hence, 0/gapE E

is independent of f. When frequencies rise higher, electromagnetic resonances happen. 

There is a positive or negative influence of the fringe fields on the polarization-charge 

field. For example, in the region f ~ 3 GHz, 0/gapE E  maximizes. the fringe fields add a 

0.45–3.4% to the polarization charge field. Therefore, there is a minor contribution to the 

gap E-field even in the strong electromagnetic resonances. 

 

3.3 Theory and Experiment at High Microwave Frequency 

To verify the electrical nature of the sparks in the presence of electromagnetic 

resonances, a 2.45-GHz, x-polarized microwave is input from a rectangular horn antenna 

along the z-direction onto a dimer aligned parallel to 0E  [Fig. 3.5(a)]. The dimer, at a 

distance of 13 cm in front of the antenna opening, is composed of two 7 mmR=  water 

spheres with a variable d. The incident power varies only ~1% over the dimer. Hence, it 

is well represented by its value at the dimer center. 

Fig. 3.5(a) plots the simulated instantaneous x-z plane electric field pattern, and Fig. 

3.5(b) plots the x-y plane electric field amplitude patterns around the dimer for d = 2, 1, 

and 0.2 mm. As mentioned in Sec. 2.3, electromagnetic resonance occurs in each sphere, 

with the following two important features. 
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1. At a small d, we find negligible change of the resonant field pattern and strength 

within each sphere [Figs. 3.5(b)-(e)] and the gap H-field is negligibly small [Figs. 3.5(c) 

and 3.5(e)]. Thus, the two resonant modes do not merge into a hotspot in the gap. This is 

Figure 3.5: Simulation results at 2.45 GHz for a dimer oriented aligned along 0E . (a) The 

simulation model and E-field pattern on the x-z plane. (b) The x-y plane E-field amplitude 

pattern near the dimer for three gap widths. (c) Corresponding x-y plane H-field amplitude 

pattern of (b). (d) The x-z plane E-field amplitude pattern near the dimer for three gap 

widths. (e) Corresponding x-z plane H-field amplitude pattern of (d). For all figures, the 

dimer with 0(dimer) (77.5 10 )i = +  is exposed to 0 400 V/cmE = .  
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expected because the resonant mode has a fixed standing wave structure with respect to 

the sphere boundary.  

2. Second, in contrast to the gap H-field, the gap E-field increases sharply as d 

decreases [Figs. 3.5(b) and (d)], a display of polarization-charge enhancement. Hence, 

the incident wave has induced a large polarization-charge E-field in the gap, in addition 

to generating electromagnetic resonances in the two spheres. 

As an additional note, the above results are for a dimer oriented 0E . Other relative 

orientations between the aligned direction of the dimer and 0E   have been examined 

previously. When these two directions are parallel, the gap electric field is at its maximum. 

In an over-moded cavity, the strength and direction of 0E  vary randomly and are 

highly load-dependent (see Fig. 2 of Ref. 62). Hence, the sparking phenomenon occurs 

stochastically in a microwave oven [56], resulting in poor data reproducibility. This 

problem can be remedied by traveling-wave irradiation, which is highly uniform on the 

sample with a known strength and direction. 

This physical mechanism can be verified in experiment. With the same configuration 

as in Fig. 3.5(a), a 7 mmR=  hydrogel dimer, 13 cm in front of the antenna opening, is 

aligned along 0E  and irradiated by a 2.45 GHz traveling-wave. Instead of 400 V/cm as 

in the simulation, we used 0E (peak) = 100 V/cm in the experiment, which is the maximum 
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output power of our magnetron. Extrapolating from Fig. 3.4(a), arcing takes place only 

when d → 0. 

Thermal images of the dimer are shown in Fig. 3.6(a) for d = 0.7, 0.1 mm, and 0 

after a 10-sec exposure to an x-polarized 0 (peak) 100 V/cmE =  incident along the z-

direction. Arcing starts at d = 0.1 mm and get stronger at d = 0. The initial temperature is 

22℃ and it reaches a maximum of 52.7℃ for d = 0.1 mm and 83.2℃ for d = 0. Due to 

insufficient power, sparks are weak for both d = 0.1 mm and d = 0, but clearly evidenced 

by the thermal hotspots on gap surfaces. 

To check the wave polarization effect, the direction of the dimer is rotated by 90° 

on the x-y plane, with its axis aligned perpendicular to the 0E  . As in the 27-MHz 

experiment in Fig. 3.2(d), no temperature rise has been observed after a 10-s exposure 

[Fig. 3.6(b)]. 

As a final note, thermal image reflects the surface temperature, a hotspot on gap 

surfaces provides evidence of arcing. However, the surface temperature profile after 

arcing is far from the actual electromagnetic field profile [e.g., Fig. 3.6(b) here or Figs. 

3(b), (e), and (h) in Ref. 56], which is shown in the simulations results in Figs. 3.5(b)–(e) 

here or Figs. 3(c), (f), and (i) in Ref. 56]. 
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3.4 Microwave-Induced Attractive Force 

In Sec. 3.1, the 27-MHz experiment shows arcing in the gap of the dimer as soon as 

0E   applied, followed shortly by spark ignitions [64, 65]. For the 2.45-GHz case, the 

attractive motion and the eventual sparks is observed in our experimental optical movie 

[66]. To obtain a greater attractive force and clearer attractive motion, two 10 mmR=  

spheres were placed 2 cm from the horn opening on a horizontal surface. The attraction 

motion of the two spheres serves as further evidence for the electrical origin of the gap 

field. The spheres are in strong electromagnetic resonance in the second mode (see Sec. 

Figure 3.5: Experimental thermal images of 7 mmR= dimers irradiated by a 2.45-

GHz microwave. (a) Thermal image of the surface of the hydrogel dimer aligned along 

0E   for three gap widths. (b) Thermal image of the surface of the hydrogel dimer 

aligned perpendicular to 0E   for three values of d. For all figures, the x-polarized 

0  (peak) 400 V/cmE = and the exposure time is 10 sec.  
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2.3). If the hot spot were electromagnetic, there would be repulsive force due to radiation 

pressure. 

In summary, the existence of an electrical origin for the sparks is proven in two ways. 

(1) It is shown, in both simulation and experiment, to occur at 27 MHz at which no 

electromagnetic resonance is possible. (2) It is shown, in both simulation and experiment, 

to occur at 2.45 GHz at which the dimer is in strong resonance. Further, the electrical 

origin is shown in simulation to persist in the presence of the first few electromagnetic 

resonances in the dimer. These results shed new light into the basic properties of isolated 

dimers. It may hopefully be a useful reference for the electromagnetic behavior of 

complex systems. 
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CHAPTER 4 

A Potential Non-Thermal Effects in Microwave Sintering* 

This chapter presents a new interpretation to a general observation in microwave 

sintering; namely, the processing temperature of microwave sintering is significantly 

lower than that of the conventional sintering. In thermal processing techniques, sintering 

is one of the most generally used method to densify fine powders into desired materials 

[72], with the furnace as the prevalent heat source. From 1960s, the microwave 

technology advance has originated the microwave sintering field in expectation to its 

potential advantages. Like mentioned in former researches [73-79], under certain 

conditions, a large variety of materials are able to be sintered by microwaves. Different 

from the heating absorption on surface in a conventional furnace, microwave offers the 

ability of volumetric heating which leads to lower energy consumption, reduced 

processing time/temperature and rapid heating. Almost all microwave sintering is radiated 

under the 2.45-GHz frequency. There is even more rapid heating demonstrated with  

 

* The main research in this chapter was done in corporation with my doctorate advisor 

Prof. Chu. My junior labmate M. S. Lin contributed to part of the cited-literature search. 

The results are published in Modern Concepts in Material Science in which I am the first 

author [108]. 
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millimeter waves [73, 80, 81]. Still, many problems are found in former studies, such as 

thermal runaways and sample fractures [82-87]. By now, microwave heating still needs 

better controlled and characterized to be accepted in more industrial applications. 

Researching for decades, many fundamental microwave mechanisms have been 

interpreted and involved. The basic physical theory of microwave heating has been well 

documented (Refs. [73-75]). For instance, rapid heating is originated from its volumetric 

heat deposition. However, there is still a significant difference not fully understood 

between treatments by the microwave and the one by the conventional furnace. Lots of 

experiments have shown that a notably reduced processing temperature is required for 

microwave sintering [73-79, 88-93]. For instance, the research of Brosnan’s crew 

presented the comparison between microwave and conventional methods for alumina 

sintering. To reach 95% density, the microwave heating processing only needed 1,350℃, 

which is about 250℃ lower than by conventional heating [88]. The reasons for the 

temperature difference are still unclear, maybe originated from some microwave effects 

(or non-thermal effects) induced specifically by the electromagnetic fields (Refs. [74-77]). 

As still an open subject, researchers have proposed some interpretations to recognize the 

ponderomotive diffusion mechanism. 

In a sequence of theoretical and experimental investigations [94-96], the strength of 

microwave ponderomotive force on the material boundary surfaces is strong enough to 
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boost mobile ion transport in solids during ceramic microwave heating processing, 

leading an enhanced mass transport and reaction rate. 

In a hybrid conventional/microwave furnace, by only switching on and off the 

microwave source, Wroe’s crew presented that microwave heating decrease the sintering 

temperature [97]. They concluded that the microwave field on the grain boundary induced 

the space charge, resulting this sintering enhancement, which discriminatorily enlarged 

the driving force for grain boundary transport. An exterior magnetic field is also beneficial 

to the sintering process of magnetic materials [98, 99]. The inward magnetic force may 

be caused by the polarization current or the wave magnetic field inside a dielectric 

material [100]. 

A theory is proposed by the University of Maryland group that a much greater 

electric field can be induced in the gap region of two close dielectric spheres under 

microwave radiation [101]. This intensified gap field can result in plasma generation and 

ponderomotive diffusion, therefore leading to a higher mass transfer rate. Besides, 

through simulation and experiment, the high temperature from E-field intensification 

boosts the solid-material fusing and the mass transportation demonstrated by Qiao’ group 

[102]. 

The electric field intensification effect has also been applied elsewhere. For instance, 

a chemical reaction or discharge can be motivated by the intensified E-field between 
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carbon particles [103, 104]. Between two catalyst particles in a solvent, intensification of 

electric field has been considered in relation to microwave-assisted chemical synthesis 

[105, 106]. As mentioned in Chap. 3, this effect is also the key to the decades-long, 

popular-science puzzle in the form of sparks ignited by the electromagnetic wave in the 

gap of two grapes in a commercial household microwave oven [61, 107]. 

Despite a verity of former research, the non-thermal effect in microwave sintering 

still needs further understanding. In this chapter, a different candidate is proposed; namely, 

the attractive force between two sintered particles caused by the intensification of gap 

electric field. This microscopic interaction can shed light to the macroscopic behavior of 

a complex system of fine particles under microwave radiation (see Ref. [101]).  

 

4.1 Polarization-Charge Effects in the Quasi-Static Regime 

To simplify the electromagnetic phenomenon in dielectric microwave sintering, we 

start with the polarization-charge effects of the static case under an uniform electric field 

and rewrite Eq. (2.4), (2.6), 

03

2

E


=

+

-
E          (2.4) 

0 0

3( 1)
( ) E cos

2
pol


   



−
=

+
.      (2.6) 

Figure 4.1(a) shows the electric field pattern for a dimer composed of two dielectric 

spheres with 0/ 20  = . The gap distance between these two spheres is far enough (d/R 
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= 2) that there is only negligible coupling. Due to spheres independent to each other, this 

case can be treated as a single sphere with an induced pol and a uniform E-field inside 

the sphere ( inE  -

xe E  ), same interpretation in Sec. 2.1. About the x-axis, pol   is 

symmetric, negative on left half of the spherical surface (π/2 < θ < π) and positive on the 

right half (0 < θ < π/2) with a maximum pol  at θ = 0 and π. Due to the shielding by 

the induced pol , the inE  in Eq. (2.4) is much reduced from 0E .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1: The x-y plane electric field pattern of two identical dielectric 

spheres under 0E xe  (uniform static exterior electric field). The dielectric 

permittivity 0/ 20  =  , and sphere radius is R with gap distance d. The 

centers of the two spheres is located on x-y plane (at z = 0). (a) d/R = 2; (b) 

d/R = 0.4. The color code gives 10 0log ( / )E E . 
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Outside the sphere, surface charges pol   produce a pure dipole E-field with 

decreasing strength away from the sphere. In Fig. 4.1(b), the gap distance is shortened 

(d/R = 0.4). The molecules of one sphere are polarized by the penetrating dipole field 

from the other, and vice versa. Therefore, polarization charges on the surfaces facing the 

gap are mutual enhanced. More the gap distance d narrows, more polarization-charge 

field penetrates into each other, which leads more pol  enhancement. As a result, a 

much higher electric field is inside the gap of the dimer. 

For the same two spheres as in Fig. 4.1, the gap distance is now greatly decreased 

(𝑑/𝑅 ≪ 1) in Fig. 4.2(a). Instead of exposure to a static uniform exterior E-field 0E , a 

2.45 GHz plane wave, propagating downward in the −
y

e   direction with linearly-

polarized in the x-direction, is operated on the dimer. Note that the propagating is now in 

y-direction, different from the z-direction in previous chapters. Because the 

electromagnetic wavelength in the dielectric is much larger than R ( dR  ), the induced 

fields are dominated by a quasi-static electrical component with a spatial dependence well 

approximated by that of the static equations (see Sec. 1.5). 

To check the quasi-static limitation, we assume that material permittivity ε is a real 

number due to the small imaginary part causing only negligible influence. Denote the E-

field inside the gap by gapE  . 0( 0) /gapE x y E= =   as functions of R for 0/ 20  =  

( 2.74 cmd = ) is showed in Fig. 4.2(b) with several different d/R. For a fixed d/R up to 
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R ≈ 0.5 cm, the E-field is essentially independent of R which can be treated as the 

borderline of the quasi-static regime. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Validity check of the quasi-static regime. (a) A dimer formed 

of two identical dielectric spheres with 0/ 20  = , separation d and 

radius R is located on the z = 0 plane with the aligned direction along 

x-axis. A downward 2.45-GHz plane wave linearly polarized in the x-

direction incidents on the dimer. (b) 0( 0) /gapE x y E= =  as functions 

of R for different values of d/R. Note that 0( 0) /gapE x y E= =  

converges as d/R→0.  
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Almost all micro-sized particles for sintering is below the borderline of the quasi-

static regime. In this regime, results can be generalized as follows: 1. The data is 

independent of frequency f. 2. For configurations with fixed d/R, lengths can be 

normalized to R and E-fields normalized to 0E  and 3. The magnetic field, scattering, 

reflection (included in the simulation) are negligibly small. Beyond the quasi-static 

regime, the solution is complicated by electromagnetic resonances (see Chap. 3). 

 

4.2 Electric Field Profiles in the Quasi-Static Regime 

Figure 4.3(a) shows a representative E-field pattern in the quasi-static regime with 

the same model in Fig. 4.2(a). Figure 4.3(b) shows the 0/E E  profiles along the x-axis 

for several d/R. ( , 0)gapE x y = , the E-field along x-axis, is relatively constant in the gap, 

with a maximum of 0( 0) /gapE x y E= =  = 10.5, 28, and 55 for d/R = 0.1, 0.02, and 0.005, 

respectively. On the other hand, profiles of the E-field along y-axis ( 0, )gapE x y=  , 

decreases sharply away from y = 0 with a HMHW value of 0.35R, 0.17R, and 0.10R for 

d/R = 0.1, 0.02, and 0.005, respectively. Along both the x- and y-axes, the gapE  features 

a narrow spatial extent, an indication of the localized nature of E-field intensification in 

the gap region. 
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Figure 4.3: An illustration of the intensified gapE   between two closely spaced 

spheres with 0/ 20  = , radius R, and variable separation d. The spheres are under 

a downward 2.45-GHz, x-polarized incident plane wave. (a) E-field pattern for d/R 

= 0.1 on the x-y plane through the centers of the two spheres. The color code gives 

the electric field (normalized to 0E  ) in logarithmic scale. (b) Profiles of 

0( , 0) /gapE x y E=  along the x-axis for d/R = 0.005, 0.02, and 0.1. (c) Profiles of 

0( 0, ) /gapE x y E=  along the y-axis for d/R = 0.005, 0.02, and 0.1.  
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Figure 4.4: An illustration of intensified gapE   between two connected 

spheres. (a) Two dielectric spheres with 0/ 20  =   and radius R with a 

variable neck diameter ℓ are exposed to a downward 2.45-GHz incident 

plane wave with 0E  linearly polarized in the x-direction. (b) The E-field 

pattern for ℓ/R = 0.4 on the x-y plane, which cuts through the centers (at z = 

0) of the two spheres. The color code gives 10 0log ( / )E E  . (c) The 

0( 0, ) /E x y E= profiles along the y-axis for ℓ/R = 0.01, 0.05, and 0.1.  
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Figure 4.4(a) displays two spheres connected by a circular neck of diameter ℓ. The 

surfaces are spherical up to the neck. In this case, pol  can still build up on opposite 

sides of the gap around the neck. Without free electrons, the polarization charges are 

locked inside the molecules, fail to move and neutralize each other. Under the same 

radiation condition, Fig. 4.4(b) plots the E-field pattern for ℓ/R = 0.4. ( 0, )E x y= , the E-

field profiles along the y-axis, is shown in Fig. 4.4(c) for several ℓ/R. The maximum E-

field is at the periphery of the neck (x = 0, y = ± ℓ/2). 

For both the connected and closely-spaced spheres, the significantly reduces with an 

increasing d/R or ℓ/R. However, the reduction reasons are different.  

For closely spaced spheres in Fig. 4.3, the exterior E-field 0E
x

e  induces pol  

separately on the left and right half of each sphere. While the intensified gapE   is 

established by the mutually enhancement of inner-surface charges, the oppositely oriented 

pol  on the outer surfaces produce a reverse E-field to partially cancel the gapE . If the 

spheres remain enough close, the cancellation effect is negligibly minimal. On the 

contrary, the reduction of gapE  is significant for a larger d/R, with weaker enhancement 

of pol  on the gap surfaces. 

For the connected spheres, there are two different effects accounting for the gapE

reduction with ℓ/R. First, a greater ℓ/R means a shorter distance between the pol  on 

the outer surfaces, resulting a more appreciable cancellation of the gapE . Second, for a 
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larger ℓ/R, there is less surface area across the gap to accommodate the pol  which 

induces less gapE . At a higher 0/  , these two effects are more pronounced, leading to 

a more rapid drop of gapE  with ℓ/R (as will be shown in Fig. 4.7 below). 

 

4.3 Attractive Force Density on Spherical Surface 

The highly intensified gap E-field between the strong pol   suggests a 

considerable attractive force between the spheres. Because the force on each sphere is 

mirror-inversed, for simplification, only the left sphere is considered here. We use the x-

axis (instead of the commonly used z-axis) as the zenith direction, r as the radial 

coordinate, φ as the azimuthal angle, θ as the polar angle and the center of the left sphere 

as the origin of spherical coordinates [see Fig. 4.5(a)]. The quasi-static fields and 

electrical potential are independent of φ by symmetry; therefore, E = 0 and the pol  (at 

r = R) depends only on θ. 

Because a charge is not influenced by its own field, the force per unit area on the 

sphere surface cannot be simply presented as pol E  . Discounting the self-field, the 

effective E-field ( effE ) experienced by pol  is the average E-fields on both sides of the r 

= R surface [109]: 

-1
( ,  ) ( ,  ) ( ,  )

2
eff R R R  + = + E E E     (4.1) 
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where R R  =    with 0 →  . The self-field of ( ,  )pol R    is perpendicular to the 

surface; hence, only 
-( ,  )rE R   and 

+( ,  )rE R   are different while E  is continuous 

across r = R. Thus, 

-1
( ,  ) ( ,  ) ( ,  ) ( ,  )

2
eff r rR E R E R E R   + = + +  r θ

E e e   (4.2) 

where r
e   is a unit vector along the radial coordinate. Without free charge, the 

perpendicular electrical displacement ( 0r rD E= in free space; r rD E=  in the sphere) 

is always continuous, indicating a sharp discontinuity in rE  [e.g., Figure 4.3(c)]: 

- 0( ,  ) ( ,  )r rE R E R


 


+=      (4.3) 

Equations (4.2) and (4.3) give 

0( ,  )
( ,  ) (1+ ) ( ,  )

2

r
eff

E R
R E R


 



+

= +r θE e e    (4.4) 

Applying the boundary condition on rE  (Gauss law) and using Eq. (4.3),  

0

0

( ,  )
(1 ) ( ,  )

pol

r

R
E R

 


 

+− = ,     (4.5) 

or 

0
0( ,  ) (1 ) ( ,  )pol rR E R


   



+= −      (4.6) 

pol , rE , and E  all oscillate in phase in the quasi-static regime. So, the time-

averaged force density (force per unit area) is 

2
2,0 0

0 02

( ,  ) ( ,  )

1 1
(1 ) ( ,  ) (1 ) ( ,  ) ( ,  )

4 2

pol efft t

peak peak peak

r r

R R

E R E R E R

  

 
    

 

+ +

=

= − + −r θ

f E

e e

 (4.7) 
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where the superscript “peak” of a symbol indicates its peak value in time. Note that, rE   

and E  are derived under the quasi-static condition, hence are proportional to 0E , and 

depend only on the normalized d/R or ℓ/R. 

Let the r and θ-components of the force density in Eq. (4.7) be ( ,  )r t
f R   and 

( ,  )
t

f R  , respectively. With an incident field of 0 (peak)E = 200 V/cm, Fig. 4.5 shows 

the profiles of these two force densities as a function of θ (0 < θ < π), where two spheres 

are closely spaced with d/R = 0.02 and 0/ 20  = . The force density is symmetric about 

the x-axis, with a sharp and narrow peak of ( ,  )r t
f R   at θ ≈ 0. With same radiation 

condition, Fig. 4.6 shows the counterpart of Fig. 4.5, where two spheres are connected 

with permittivity 0/ 20  =   and ℓ/R = 0.2. Because n   is the polar angle of the 

periphery of the neck, there is no force for n  . Similar to the results in Fig. 4.5, there 

is a sharp and narrow peak of ( ,  )r t
f R   at n  . 

According to Figs. 4.5 and 4.6, the force density maximizes at θ = 0 for closely 

spaced spheres and at n   for connected spheres. Denote these spatial maxima by 

( ,  0)
t

f R  =  and ( ,  )n t
f R  = . In Fig. 4.7(a) and (b), they are plotted in physical 

unit as continuous functions of d/R and ℓ/R, for 0 (peak)E  = 200 V/cm and 0/  = 5, 10, 

and 20. In both Figures 4.7(a) and (b), the force densities for 0/   = 20 peak at ~130 

dyne/cm2. The corresponding E-field is ~2.5×104 V/cm, slightly within the air breakdown 

strength of 3×104 V/cm at 1 atm [63]. This is taken as the maximum force density without 
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air breakdown during the sintering processing. For lower values of 0/  , 0 (peak)E  can 

be tuned upward to reach this maximum limitation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5: A sketch of the force density in physical unit for two closely 

spaced spheres with 0/ 20  =  and d/R = 0.02 under 0 (peak)E = 200 

V/cm. (a) Two closely spaced spheres on the x-y plane. (b) ( ,  )r t
f R   

and ( ,  )
t

f R   on the left sphere versus θ.  
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Because of the finite mesh size in simulation is finite, the smallest calculated d/R or 

ℓ/R in Fig. 4.7 is 10−4 (instead of 0), for which the force density reaches an absolute 

maximum. For both d/R→0 and ℓ/R→0, the absolute maxima converge to the same value, 

indicating a continuous transition from separation to connection. The force density covers 

a broad range in the parameter space. It decreases sharply with a greater d/R or ℓ/R. 

 

Figure 4.6: A sketch of the force density in physical unit for two connected 

spheres with 0/ 20  =  and ℓ/R = 0.2 under 0 (peak)E  = 200 V/cm. (a) Two 

connected spheres with a neck diameter ℓ/R plotted on the x-y plane. (b) 

( ,  )r t
f R   and ( ,  )

t
f R  versus θ. 
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For the reasons discussed in connection with Fig. 4.4, the force density for two 

connected spheres decreases more rapidly with a larger 0/  . Nevertheless, the lower 

ranges of d/R and ℓ/R (where the force densities approach the highest values) are regions 

of interest to sintering (e.g., powder compaction and neck growth). 

Figure 4.7: The maximum force density (with respect to θ) in physical unit for 

0/  = 5, 10, and 20 under 0 (peak)E  = 200 V/cm. (a) ( ,  0)
t

f R  =  versus 

d/R for two closely spaced spheres. (b) ( ,  )n t
f R  =  versus ℓ/R for two 

connected spheres. 
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4.4 Total Attractive Force between Two Spheres 

By symmetry, the total attractive force between two closely-spaced spheres in the 

quasi-static regime is in the x-direction, given be 

2
2,0 0

0 02

( ,  ) ( ,  )

1 1
(1 ) ( ,  ) cos (1 ) ( ,  ) ( ,  ) sin

4 2

x t t

peak peak peak

r r

f R R

E R E R E R

 

 
      

 

+ +

= 

= − − −

x
f e

  (4.8) 

A surface integral then gives the total attractive force 

2

0
( ,  ) ( ,  ) 2 ( ,  ) sinx x xt t ts

F R f R da R f R d


     = =    (4.9) 

where da is a differential surface area. When the incident wave is polarized in the x-

direction, the gapE  is at its maximum. Parallel to the sphere-assigned axis, it is the best 

direction for polarization-charge enhancement across the gap [61]. If the exterior E-field 

0E  is randomly polarized (e.g., in a microwave oven), the average force is isotropic with 

half of the value in Eqs. (4.7)-(4.9). 

Fig. 4.5 shows the force density peaks at θ ≈ 0 and is predominantly a radial force in 

the outward direction. It is proportional the square of rE  , hence always attractive 

independent of the direction of the exterior E-field. 

Because surface area is proportional to 2R , the total force of a micro-sized sphere 

is extremely small. In contrast, the total mass of the sphere is proportional to 3R . To sum 

up, smaller the sphere is, greater acceleration can be induced by the attractive force. In 
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terms of the accelerating effect, a useful figure of merit to quantify the accelerating effect 

is the force on a unit volume of the sphere defined as 

3

force total force on sphere 3
( ,  )

unit volume volume of sphere 4
x t

F R
R




= =    (4.10) 

With the same radiation condition in Fig. 4.7, Fig. 4.8 shows the attractive force per 

unit volume as a function of R for two closely spaced spheres with different values of d/R 

and 0/  . As in Fig. 4.7, all E-fields do not exceed the air breakdown strength at 1 atm. 

Consider the example of two closely-spaced spheres with 0/  = 20, R = 1 μm, and d/R 

= 0.001. The attractive force per unit volume is ~5×103 dyne/cm3. With a supposed 

specific weight of 2.5, the spheres will each have a frictionless acceleration of 2×103 

cm/sec2, about twice the value of gravitational acceleration. For smaller spheres, this 

acceleration can be much greater. Under less favorable conditions, greater acceleration 

can be achieved by applying a larger 0E . The significance of this force will be discussed 

in next section. 
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Figure 4.8: Attractive force per unit volume on each of two closely spaced 

spheres shown in Fig. 4.5(a) as a function of R for 0 (peak)E = 200 V/cm and 

several values of d/R. (a) 0/  = 5, (b) 0/  = 10, and (c) 0/  = 20. For R > 0.5 

cm, fields are no longer quasi-static and electromagnetic resonances take 

place in the spheres. 
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4.5 Potential Significance to Microwave Sintering 

As the detail discussion in Ref. [72], thermally activated diffusion of atoms, ions, or 

molecules is the primary process for matter transport in sintering, leading to material 

bonding and neck formation. In this process, there are a variety of paths involved, such 

as lattice, grain boundary, and surface diffusion. Several nonthermal effects are proposed 

in previous sections to interpret the lower temperature requirement in microwave 

sintering. In this section, we further argue on the viability of the electric force as a 

nonthermal effect. 

In Sec. 4.3, the electric force between two neighboring dielectric spheres is always 

attractive. It is a microscopic, non-contact force far different from the contact force due 

to an externally applied pressure. In the beginning stage of sintering, the sample is usually 

a compacted mass of spherical particles. Assume two closely-spaced, R = 1 μm particles 

with 2.5 in specific weight, are irradiated by an exterior microwave with 0 (peak)E = 200 

V/cm (typical of a household microwave oven). According to Fig. 4.8, the particles will 

each experience a frictionless acceleration up to several g (= 980 cm/sec2) without an air 

breakdown. This is expected to assist the powder compaction in a significant manner, as 

compared to the methods of gravitational or centrifugal settling [72]. 

During the formation and growth of an inter-particle neck, the force will continue to 

shift to the gap around the newly formed neck. Just below the air breakdown, this force 
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can exceed 100 dyne/cm2 [Fig. 4.7(b)]. Its persistent presence is expected to play an 

important role in the neck growth, especially in the liquid phase. 

Liquid-phase sintering can occur below the melting temperature of the major sample 

under treatment. Mixing with a small quantity of additives, the inadequate densification 

problem of the major component can be remedied. The commonly used additives (SiO2, 

CaO, MgO, SrO, BaO, La2O3, Y2O3, and TiO2) have a dielectric constant of 2 (SiO2) to 

60 (TiO2) [110]. Surface melting of major particles often significantly enhance the mass 

transport. For example, densification of ~1% La2O3/BaO-doped ZST ceramic can be 

completed at 1350℃, which is about 275℃ lower than the un-doped case [111]. In fact, 

as stated in a recent review [79], the liquid phase exists in over 70% formation of all 

sintered products. For commercial sintered products, the proportion is about 90%. 

The reduction in free energy of the consolidated system is main driving force in 

sintering processing [72]. This is usually accomplished by atomic diffusion which causes 

body densification by matter transport into the pores. Similar considerations suggest the 

tendency of surface bonding by the attractive force across a high gapE   [Fig. 4.7(b)], 

thereby releasing the E-field energy. The neck growth may also be facilitated by surface 

tension, which can lead to a reduction of the surface area, hence a lower surface energy 

state. 
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Notably, the current theory is highly correlated to an early experimental study with 

orientational effects. Chang’ crew found a significantly orientational dependence of the 

sample shrinkage rates and grain growth in sintering process of doped BaTiO3 PTCR 

materials which is heated to 1250℃ by a linearly polarized microwave [112]. Parallel to 

the direction of exterior E-field, the shrinkage comes to maximum with magnitude 48%. 

In comparison, the perpendicular-direction shrinkage is only 26%. The sintered grains 

also show a strip like microstructure oriented along the E-field. The authors gave no clear 

reasons for this phenomenon. Nevertheless, the directional coincidence between this 

phenomenon and maximum polarization-charge buildup suggests the attractive force as a 

plausible cause. To draw a definitive conclusion, more experimental evidence is 

apparently needed due to the complexity of the sintering process.  
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CONCLUSION 

After decades of research, the field of microwave is still under active investigation 

both academically and in industrial applications. Along with new areas of research, such 

as chemical analysis, ceramic sintering and popular science in social media, more and 

more questions arise, which call for deep physical insights for their explanations.  

In Chap. 1, the relevant microwave physics is reviewed and the quasi-static regime 

is defined. In Chap. 2, microwave behavior in dielectrics under an incident plane wave is 

investigated. At low wave frequencies, the irradiated target is in the quasi-static regime. 

Although the penetration depth is longer than the spatial scale, the polarization charge 

shields a large amount of exterior electric field from entering the target. In combination 

with a low power absorption rate, microwave heating at low frequency is inefficiency in 

general. On the other hand, the high frequency features a shallower penetration depth. 

However, considering electromagnetic resonances, the field penetrates deeper into the 

target. This results in a high power absorption rate to allow targets with large spatial scales 

to be significantly heated. By choosing reasonable frequency, microwave heating rate and 

heating uniformity can be both optimized. 

A new explanation is given to a household puzzle in social media in Chap. 3. At 27 

MHz, a dominantly electrical environment, sparks in aqueous dimers are predicted and 

observed, which proves the electrical origin for the phenomenon. Specifically, a buildup 
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of gap , hence the E-field, by 2–3 orders-of-magnitude on opposite sides of the dimer 

gap causes the air arcing. This is supported by the agreement of predicted and observed 

threshold conditions. The absence of sparks upon a 90° rotation of the dimer relative to 

exterior E-field 0E   provides additional evidence. Further simulations over a broad 

frequency range indicate the viability of the electrical origin even in the presence of the 

first few electromagnetic resonances in the dimer. In particular, gap arcing and sphere 

attraction at 2.45 GHz were experimentally demonstrated. These results shed new light 

into the basic properties of isolated dimers. It may hopefully be a useful reference for the 

investigation of the electromagnetic behavior of complex systems. 

 Chapter 4 presents a detailed theory on the electric attractive force between the two 

dielectric spheres of a dimer due to microwave radiation. This force is significant in that 

(1) It is an inherent inter-particle force in microwave sintering of powder compacts; (2) 

It concentrates in regions (gap surfaces between two sintering particles nearly in touch or 

connected by a neck) where the primary sintering process takes place; and (3) It has a 

significant strength to play a supplemental role in particle bonding and neck growth 

normally achieved by thermally activated atomic diffusion. Microwave sintering is a 

method known to require a substantially lower processing temperature than conventional 

sintering for reasons still under investigation. The attractive force therefore offers a 

plausible explanation. For example, its orientation along the E-field is consistent with an 
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early sintering experiment, which found much greater sample shrinkage and a strip-like 

microstructure in the direction of the wave E-field. Hopefully, the formalism and data 

base presented here could be a useful reference for a more definitive investigation. 
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